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You Can’t Handle The Truth
Dan Bubalo

Jerry Zeifman authored a book in 2006 entitled Hillary’s Pursuit of Power. It’s difficult to pigeonhole and smear
Zeifman the way Hillary’s henchmen Sid Blumenthal et al., have done so many times in the past because Zeifman is
a lifelong Democrat, and not just any Democrat. He was a counsel and Chief of Staff of the House Judiciary
Committee during the Watergate hearings.
During the hearings, Zeifman fired a 27 year old staff lawyer for stealing and hiding vital files, writing a contorted and
deranged legal opinion the hidden files repudiated, and seeking to deny President Nixon legal counsel. According to
Zeifman, the attorney was “a liar, unethical, and dishonest”, and one of only three people with whom he ever worked
that he refused a letter of recommendation. Maybe you’ve heard of this serial perjurer. She is Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
In January she ( Hillary Clinton) copped a haughty persona replete with schoolmarm glasses, waddled to the hot
seat for what was to be a serious inquisition, and in a head-spinning turn of events proceeded to scold the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, flapping her paws wildly between turns of sneering, smugness, and unmitigated
flippancy in an epic display of denial and dissembling, hearkening Colonel Nathan Jessup, the character played by
Jack Nicholson in A Few Good Men. And, she lied repeatedly.
I guess her rotten DNA surfaced a lot earlier than liberal ostriches, casual readers, and slothful media would like to
acknowledge. A case could be made that this woman has gotten away with murder over the years……………….and
it isn’t confined merely to gross misconduct during the Watergate hearings, the mysterious commodity profits,
Whitewater, or the Rose Law records that to her astonishment appeared in the super-secure White House
residence years after the bloodhounds had lost interest in the scent due to her prevaricating and hiding under her
husband’s cape. Maybe her shrillness and propensity for throwing lamps and ashtrays kept everyone at bay.
In January she ( Hillary Clinton) copped a haughty persona replete with schoolmarm glasses, waddled to the hot
seat for what was to be a serious inquisition, and in a head-spinning turn of events proceeded to scold the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, flapping her paws wildly between turns of sneering, smugness, and unmitigated
flippancy in an epic display of denial and dissembling, hearkening Colonel Nathan Jessup, the character played by
Jack Nicholson in A Few Good Men. And, she lied repeatedly.
Rational and objective people know that Hillary Clinton is maniacal, imbalanced, and suffers from an intense allergy
to facts, approaching them only occasionally the way a hummingbird floats near a flower before bolting to another
destination. Traveling to New Zealand as First Lady, she stated emphatically that she was named for Sir Edmund
Hillary after he conquered Mt. Everest, though he was an unknown beekeeper at the time of her birth and did not
achieve notoriety until she was seven years old. During the horrors of the radical Islamic kamikaze attacks of
9/11/01 she lied about her daughter jogging near the World Trade Center, and yet another time lied in detail how she
ducked a fusillade in Sarajevo. Madam Secretary: a fusillade is what killed four heroes in Benghazi because you
ordered a Code Pink.
We must remain vigilant and ever-mindful that this administration and its media apparatus use dissimulation like a
dense fog to create mayhem and confusion. Jay Carney does so daily with impunity. The president did it
repeatedly without aplomb when he continued to perpetrate at the UN the lie about a video, and still cannot bring
himself to utter the phrase “radical Islamic terrorists”, thus raising ongoing concerns about his ability to understand
his job description or presidential oath.
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It’s now known that Susan Rice lied. Did she lie knowingly as part of a quid pro quo arrangement to be nominated
for Secretary of State, was she exploited only to be discarded like a used napkin, and was she even qualified in the
first place? Let’s not forget Obama’s playground posturing when flak started flying and Rice was the target. The
president puffed and said “bring it on to me” with all the bravado of Barney Fife. Well, now it looks like Congress will
be forced to bring it to you, Sir, and what’s your plan going to be? Are you going to leave Hillary hanging out to dry,
for if you do you will find out exactly what the Clinton machine’s dirty tricks department still has up its sleeve, and it
will redefine your understanding of civil war.
Lying is a career-long affliction with respect to Hillary specifically and to The Regime in general. They are all
literally hard-wired in that respect, so questions now should no longer center on their genetic tendencies but instead
toward what prompted an unprecedented and coordinated avalanche of blatant and pre-meditated
misrepresentations. Clearly, there was a plot, and indications are that it not only was illegal but was conceived with
utter recklessness, as if a favor of some sort was owed to the Saudis in its opposition toward Russia’s stance on
Syria. While Assad is a creep of long standing he is a known commodity, like Mubarak and Khadafi. Obama’s
disconcerting policy is no longer camouflaged and it is to advance the cause of radical Islam, as he did in Libya and
Egypt, and now again, as he tried an unsuccessful, illegal arms running operation to Syrian rebels, using the
spurious ruse that Benghazi was an embassy. He, Hillary, and other co-conspirators are fast and furiously trying to
put toothpaste back in the tube, AGAIN, though neither Punch nor Judy possessed the international contacts or
sophistication to surreptitiously pull of a caper of that magnitude. This less-than-subtle pro-Arab, pro-Islam
canoodling is intensely disturbing and weakens our country and the interests of our allies, provided we have any
allies remaining. Battle plans, marketing plans, and sales plans share commonality. The constructs within such
plans require a stated goal, a practical and detailed means of obtaining that goal, a contingency plan as well as a
back-up plan for the contingency , and an exit strategy, although that’s like advanced algebra to the ideological
dreamers in this cabal of criminals.
There is something significant to hide and now that the pattern of lies has been exposed by video and witnesses it is
imperative to find out what has caused so many people to prostitute themselves and delude themselves into
believing that if they band together and sweep everything under the rug that nobody will ever look beneath it. There
is a palpable level of desperation, supporters falling on proverbial grenades, and a concerted effort marked by panic,
intent on concealing the nature of the mission in Benghazi now that Hillary is essentially treed.
Think about the paucity of what this administration tried to pawn off on Americans and the world. It had all the
cultured organization of a hooligan riot, and in an appropriately ironic twist they are now the ones in the crosshairs
and aside from the usual suspects, nobody is coming to their aid, either.
We’re not supposed to have “secret” allies, we’re supposed to keep those considerations public and nurture them,
yet what has Obama done? He’s lined the bottom of his bird cage with the likes of Great Britain and Israel, still
refuses to identify the enemy, and is in dire need of getting something else at the top of the news cycle ala Clinton’s
unilateral attack on the Serbs the day of the Lewinsky “interview.”
If I was a Lapland reindeer shepherd named Toivo and living in the northern reaches of Finland, I’d be worried about
a drone strike right about now.
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